The Reptilian Agenda by Gary Bate
The people who control the World (the Zionists who are mainly Jews) don't care for common
people – Jew or Gentile. They only care about their own specialness and ability to control everyone.
Nobody can be blamed for what they believe in, for this is a World of disinformation. Even the
most convincing lie through their teeth.
The sheep are being gradually slaughtered yet the ones who are highlighting this are not advising
that the sheep stampede their killers, no, they just say – say no to your killers before they cut your
throat! And yes that's important as it's important (for your Soul) to stand up for yourself before you
die. But if you want to live, you've got to kill the tyrants before they kill you!
These are strong words I know, but we're in a war and the deceivers are slowly culling us.
The Zionist/Rothchild/Bankers were behind WW1 and WW2. Wars always have 3 objectives for
them – build back in their own image, trim the population and of course the money.
The same people (plus other elite families) are behind WW3, which is occuring now. The objectives
are the same. This time their control net will close tight. This time the genocide will yield billions of
deaths. This time your currency and your assets will disappear overnight and you won't be able to
fart unless you've got their mark.
Now of course we've got modern-day heroes like David Icke who has been talking about this shit
for 30 years; but all these dudes are advocating is peaceful non-compliance with the Zionist
controlled authorities. I'm sorry guys and gals but that's just not going to cut it...
The sheep can baa in massive numbers but they'll still be killed. Get real.
So the game continues and the tyrants continue to waltz. The music plays and nobody can stop it.
The majority are asleep and even those who think they've got a modicum of wisdom are deluded –
they have bought into the psyops that Trump/Qanon/White hats are going to save the day. Trump is
both a Jew and a Zionist.
Covid isn't going away (they have many new strains lined up). The lockdowns will continue for a
while as they are taking out the individual businesses. The useless masks will continue to intimidate
the people. The Zionists don't care for Human life. They care only for their Reptilian bloodline...
If you can't get your mind beyond this, you're never going to get your mind beyond what's in the
Light. The hierarchy here is being controlled from there. Love of course is the answer, but love is
not what you think it is! Love is not just saying no to tyranny; it's dropping it over the cliff !!
Saying no to tyrants just makes them stronger in their resolve – they never give up...
The Reptilian race are tyrannical. They are highly hypnotic. They are deceivers. The Greys are
subordinate to them. They control this World through their human shells. They are pedophiles...
I thank you for your indulgence (you can go back to sleep now).
As for me – yes they might kill me too. But their overlords will never own me because I will never
again go to them in the Light. It's time for you to take your rose-tinted glasses off ~ Gary Bate
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